
Theme 1: Life in Modern Britain 

Chapter 1: Principles and values in British Society 

Why were ‘British Values’ (BV) created? 

In the 2000s BV were created due to the increased in terror threat, increase of migration to the UK and the success 

of multiculturalism as a policy. 

British politicians are often  quotes saying ‘British Values’, most values in society are based on the culture of that 

society.  

In June 2014 the DfE (Department for Education) said British Values including: democracy, the rule of law, individual 

liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths, and those without, be taught in all schools.  

What do I need to know? 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

1998 Human Rights Act 

The human, moral, legal and political rights and the duties, equalities and freedoms of citizens 

There is a debate within society about the rights and responsibilities/duties in a time of war the state increases the 

duties it places on citizens (rationing food) and limits the citizens’ rights, freedom of movement and speech.  

 Rights: Are the legal binding social and ethical entitlement that are considered the building blocks of society 

and encourages freedom of speech to a certain extent.  

 Morals: Morals are the rules that govern which actions are believed right or wrong. It is often related to 

personal behaviour. 

 Duties/responsibilities: Are a legal underpinning of responsibilities placed upon citizens of a society.  

 Freedoms: Is the choice of thought, speech and action. Freedom of choice, the press and movement are 

basic society beliefs. People should act and speak as they want.   

 Equality: Treating all individuals equally and with the same level of respect.  

Examples of legislative changes to individual rights and equality issues in the UK 

Rights of women Sexual rights 

 Representation of the People Act 1928 

 Equal Pay Act 1970 

 Equality Acts 2006 and 2010 

 Sex Discriminations Acts 1975 and 1986 

 Employment and Equality Regulations 
2003 and 2006  

 The Sexual Offences Act 1967 

 Civil Partnerships Act 2005 

 Sexual Offences Act 2003 

 The Gender Recognition Act 2004 

 Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013 

Racial equality Rights of the child 

 Race Relations Acts 1965, 1968, 1976 
and 2000 

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of 
the Child came into force in 1992 – every child 
in the UK is entitled to over 40 specific rights.  

 

Key factors that create individual, group, national and global identities 

Factors that create identity are multi-dimensional and they influence different individuals in different ways. Identity 

is who or what a person choses to be, a group identity is identity associated belonging to a group. National identity is 

associated with being a citizen of a specific country. Global identity is the concept that some aspects of identity are 

now global nature. For each individual group or nation identity is given to each individual citizen 

 

 

 



Chapter 2: What do we mean by identity? 

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and identity debates 

England’s population grew quicker but wales grew slower. 

England’s increased 0.86% 

Scotland’s grew 0.47% 

Wales increased 0.23% 

Northern Ireland grew 0.60% 

The percentage of young people in the UK is declining but there is a steady increase of over 65  

Impact of identity debates 

 All political power was in London but then devolution happened. 

 Scotland has a different education and legal system than the UK, Scotland also has their own parliament.  

 The Irish republic has a divided cultural identity, Northern Ireland assembles their own parliament. 

 In wales the national cultural identity is shown through cultural factors, Wales assembles their own 

parliament. 

 Regions in England have traditions in cultural identity. 

Changes and movement of population over time: the impact on communities; immigration and migration to and 

from the UK 

Migration and the EU 

UK has been a member of the EU since 1973. Many EU citizens have come to UK to live and work. Nearly 1.2 million 

UK citizens live and work in the EU. 

The impact on different communities in the UK 

In the 19century there was large scale movement of population within the UK from the countryside to towns and a 

growth of many towns into today’s large cities. E.g. Manchester saw its population grow by 600% between 1771 and 

1831.  

Arguments in favour of immigration Issues arising from immigration 

Cheap labour Language problems 

Helps overcome labour shortages Racial/ethnic tensions 

Immigrants are often prepared to do unskilled 
jobs 

Jobs lost to incoming workers 

Some immigrants are highly skilled By employing high skilled migrant labour the 
government avoids high costs involved in 
developing the UK skills base 

Cultural diversity Pressure on housing and local services 
especially where large numbers of migrants 
settle to work 

 Limited skills/education in immigrant 
population 

 

Mutual respect and understanding in a diverse society; the values that underpin democratic society  

In 2011 the then prime minister David Cameron made a speech claiming multi culturalism had failed. This is what 

defines our society and we must say to our citizens that to live here we must live by these things.  

It is important to remember these values have limits:  

· Freedom of speech 

· Freedom of worship 



· Democracy  

· The rule of law  

· Equal rights 

 In order to bring about the change that Cameron wanted he believed that practical changes that needed to be done, 

could be done. Immigrants should speak English, Britishness and British classes should be taught in school. National 

citizen service was introduced to 16 year olds and developing the nature of a concept of the big society. 

The concept of multi culturalism has underpinned the nature of the UK since 1945. 

Identity and multiple identities; the diverse nature of the UK population 

Modern western democracies share these values and human rights 

 Freedom of Speech 

 Freedom of worship 

 Democracy 

 The Rule of Law 

 Equal Rights 

David Cameron wanted to change things such as:  

 Immigrants speaking English 

 Britishness should be taught in schools 

 The National Citizenship Service should be for 16 year olds 

 Developing ‘Big Society’ (Volunteering) 

Multiculturalism is people  living among each other peacefully.  

National identity 

A survey found to be British, people thought you needed these characteristics:  

(In order of most votes to least votes) 

 A British citizenship  

 Born in Britain 

 Lived here for most of your life 

 Respect political institutions and laws 

 Be able to speak English 

 Be Christian 

 Feel British 

 Have British ancestry  

 Share customs/tradition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3: What is the role of the media and the free press? 

The rights, responsibilities and the role of the media 

Concept of a free press/freedom of the press 

The media has the right to inform the public on ideas and opinions. A free press is an open and democratic society, 

although they cannot print false stories. Free press now means the freedom to any form of mass media.  

What do we mean by the media? 

Traditional media includes the printed format and cinema, radio and television. Now then new media includes all 

forms of internet communication, which made the term e-media and then in last ten years citizen journalists have 

come to document their findings. 

The role of the media is to inform, encourage and uncover abuses of power. 

Their responsibilities are to ensure and work in a professional manner. 

For the free press to exist, they have to ensure and establish legal framework in-UK   

Media Impact 

By social media and views on the media, anything posted on the media can be read and shared to millions of people 

within minutes. Politicians can be held to account by the media. An examples is the  parliamentary expenses scandal 

exposure.  

The right of the media to investigate and report on issues of public interest 

UK media have right to publish news, inaccurate stories can be damaged by civil law. Stories must protect citizen’s 

freedom. 

The operation of press regulation and examples of where censorship is used 

Following a phone scandal the government set up a royal commission. They decided they shouldn’t control what 

newspapers published. News owners made IPSO to handle complaints/ fine publications. This is a form of self-

censorship. It protects publishers against court costs. 

Internet access is limited in some countries. It was recommended that the internet should be self-regulated. Many 

people didn’t agree. 

Censorship 

Ability to supress or prevent the publication of information. They refuse to use materials they ae offered either 

individually or collectively as an industry. It also doesn’t allow certain members of the publicly air certain thoughts or 

opinions. There is a limit on free speech and on certain stories e.g. terrorism act 2006, against to make it an offence 

to glorify terrorism. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 4: What is the UK’s role in key international organisations?  

United Nations: Established in 1945 when representatives from 51 countries created the UN Charter. The 

headquarters are in New York. The general assembly is the forum to which all countries belong to. The Security 

Council is made up of 15 members, five of which are permanent and have the ability to veto any proposals. The UK is 

a founder member and has a permanent seat on the security council. The four purposes set out in the charter are: 

1. To maintain international peace and security  

2. To develop friendly relations among nations 

3. To co-operate in solving international problems and in promoting respect for human rights 

4. To be centre for harmonising the actions of nations.  

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation: NATO is an intergovernmental military defence alliance, it was established in 

1949. The organisation provides a system of collective defence. NATO stands for North Atlantic Treaty Organisation. 

28 member states and it helps by helping countries that are attacked by sending their forces to specific countries 

that are member states to NATO.  

European Union: The EU is a trade market between member countries, allowing free movement and to move to an 

even closer union. The headquarters are in Strasburg, France and Brussels, Belgium. Proposals for new laws are 

drafted by the European Commission.  

Council of Europe: The council of Europe is the continents leading the human rights organisation. 47 countries are 

members and 28 are also members of the EU. All member countries agreed to abide the convention on human rights 

which was adopted In 1950 and came to force in 1953. 

Rights to: life, freedom, fair trial, freedom of expression, respect for family life 

The Commonwealth: The Commonwealth has 53 member countries. It represented some of the richest and poorest 

countries in the world (30% of the world’s population). The Head of the Commonwealth is Queen Elizabeth II and its 

headquarters are in London, England. Its Charter states: Democracy, Human Rights and The Rule of Law.  

World Trade Organisation: Came in to power in 1955 as the successor body to GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs 

and Trade) set up after WW2. The UK joined the WTO in 19555 and there were 161 member countries. Its 

headquarters are in Geneva. The WTO claim to cut living costs, but live better and help the weak.  

How the UK has assisted in resolving international disputes and conflicts 

The UK tries to help in resolving international conflict In lots of ways. Many methods were used such as meditation 

to humanitarian aid, sanction to uses of violence. Some interventions have been controversial  and still divide 

opinions in the UK. The UK’s intervention in Iraq from 2001 to 2009 was left to the Chilcot Inquiry to set up in 2009. 

Mediation 

The UK has been involved in numerous mediation attempts to resolve disputes and conflicts. From 1968 – 1998 the 

history of Northern Ireland was linked to the phrase ‘The Troubles’. By 1993 a framework had been agreed for a 

peaceful agreement to the Troubles. The Good Friday agreement was put in place in a referendum between the 

people of Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland and is still in place today.   

Sanctions 

The UK government operates a range of sanctions from arms and embargoes and trade control restrictions. 

Sometimes sanctions can take the forms of boycotts where citizens and organisations refuse to buy goods related to 

a specific country or company. 

Use of force 

The U.K. armed forces have been involved in many military actions some including working with alliances like EU, 

NATO and the UN. These have proved to be controversial. U.K. forces have been abroad in various occasions all the 

way from 1991 to 2011. Some of the places went on were The Gulf War and leading campaigns in the Republic of 

Yugoslavia.  

 



How non-governmental organisations (NGOs) respond to humanitarian crises 

Funds are needed for disasters and wars often made by the Disasters Emergency Committee which works with 

NGOs. The DEC works with 13 leading UK charities and has attended to 67 appeals raising more than £1.4 billion. £12 

billion taxpayers money is collected for the NGOs work to respond to humanitarian needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 5: Making a Difference in Society  

The opportunities and barriers 

Within a democracy citizens have the right to participate in a variety of ways in issues that concern them. Some of 

these are formalised: 

 Voting or access to elected members like councillors or Members of Parliament 

 Standing for election 

 Using e-democracy formats set up online petitions on issues which may be discussed in UK Parliament 

Although in recent years there have been concerns about the decline in the number of people who vote in elections, 

particularly young people. There has however been an increase in the number of people involved in pressure groups.  

Barriers to taking part in the democratic process 

 Lack of interest or apathy 

 A belief that participation will not make a difference 

 A lack of faith in politicians and the democratic process 

 A lack of information or understanding about how to participate 

 The issues not being important to them 

 They lead busy lives 

Actions to hold those in power to account 

 Petitions 

 Leafleting 

 Lobbying 

 Boycotts 

 Direct action 

 Media promotion 

 Use of a celebrity 

 Demonstrations 

 Use of e-media 

 Membership of support groups such as a trade union 

The role of organisations 

The role of organisations such as: public services, interest groups, pressure groups, trade unions, charities and 

voluntary groups and how they play a role in providing a voice and support for different groups in society. 

 Single-cause groups 

 Multi-cause groups 

 Protective 

 Promotional 

How citizens work together to change communities 

Case studies: examples of citizens working together to create change 

 Westmill wind farm 

 East London Community Recycling Partnership 

How those who wish to bring about change use the media 

Case studies: How those who wish to bring about change use the media 

 Jaime Oliver 

 Fathers4Justice 

 The migrant crisis 

 Stop the War 


